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THEOREM A. In the following two cases, the assumption that M has a handle decomposition may be dropped in Lees' Immersion Theorem.
(1) dim Af <dim Q.
(2) dim M=dim Çè5, and Q is a piecewise linear (PL) manifold.
Of course, if M is a PL-manifold, M has a handle decomposition, and hence Lees' theorem applies. THEOREM B. In the following cases, R(TM'/M, TQ) may be taken to be the s.s. complex of ordinary bundle maps of TM', restricted to M, into TQ.
(
(2) dim M <dim Q, M a closed submanifold of M' and M the homotopy type of a locally finite simplicial complex.
We will say that an i?*-bundle 8 over a space dominated by a locally finite simplicial complex K admits a PL-bundle structure, if the pullback of 8 over K is the underlying topological bundle of a PL-i?*- (1) is also used in proving (2), we only prove the latter.
We will need LEES' LEMMA. Let M n be a topological manifold (without boundary), n ^ 5 ; if M n -point admits a PL-manifold structure, M n admits a PLmanifold structure. PROOF 
